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I. INTRODUCTION

'itte problem of magnetic monopoles experiences recurrent periods of

interest in physics, mainly Induced by theoretical considerations, in lock of

any cogent experimental evidence of such a kind of particles. At present the

interest is due to the classical solutions of the equations of the non-abelian

gauge theories, vhere in acme cases isolated magnetic poles appear '. From

this point of view the magnetic poles do not come In as primitive entities and

therefore their properties depend on the features of the theory from which

they emerge. There are, however, common properties of this kind of hypothetical

particles which can be seen as properties of point-like monopoles. Of course

the relevant features are their electromagnetic interactions. As Is well known,

the interest for the monopolesvas originally rouaedby the papers of Dirac

and received contributions by Cabibbo and Ferrari , Weinberg , Schwinger ,

Wu and Sing . A systematic research on the dynamics of the monopoles, and

their possible treatment in the general framework of quantum field theory has

been presented In a series of papers by Zvansiger and Zwanziger, Brandt and
ft)

Seri .. More recently, an approach to this problem following the ideas of

Yang was also presented by Dao Xing XIa ' . There are different

techniques in dealing irlth the problem of the quantum field theory of the

monopole, but in any case one must, at a certain moment, face the problem of

preserving the Lorentz invariance of the theory;" in one way or another the
2)

Dirae quantization prescription IB crucial for Implementing the Lorenta and

rotational invariance. This condition is in principle not coaipatible with the

perturbation expansion, where the S matrix (or the generating functional) must

be treated aB an analytical function of the coupling constants e and g. In this

paper we present a treatment of the quantum charge-monopole interaction vhich

is based on the formalism of the path integrals,which recently received a new

interest, for different problems, by the work of Polyakov ' of Migdal and
12) closed

Makeenko . In this formalism the amplitudes containing^: lopps of standard

quantum field theory can be expressed by a sum over closed particle trajectories.

This approach to the monopoles was basically introduced by Brandt, Nerl and

Zvanziger . '

In our treatment, the electromagnetic field is considered as a derived

quantity, either due to quantum particles or to external sources, which

can also be used as a device for treating the case of real photons. The Inter-

actions among electrically or magnetically charged particles are then described

in terms of retarded interactions and it is possible to express them in the

path integration formalism In such a way as to introduce only the electromagnetic

*) We thank Dr. S.C J4JHfor an EngllBh translation of this paper.
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field and its dual, rather than the vector potentials. As a consequence we

never introduce the so-called Dlrac string * ) , which in some treatments Is

expressed in terms of an arbitrary vector «~ , and we always maintain explicit

Loreotz Invariance. The Dirac quantization condition is of course necessary in

order to construct this formalism and in particular to show that the charge-

monopole interaction can indeed be written in two equivalent ways, according

to whether we consider the charge or the monopole as the source of the electro-

magnetic field. We consider both cases where the ordinary charges and the

monopoles are spinless bosons and spin one-half fermions.

As a final part we present some applications of the general formalism

we have built up, estimating the possible effect of the presence of virtual

monopoles in processes where, hopefully, a sort of perturbative treatment can

give meaningful informationa. Due essentially to the large mass ascribed to

the monopole we find that whenever this kind of treatment is allowed the effect

is expected to be very weak.

II. PATH IBTEGRAl FOEMGLATIOH OF QED FOR ORDIHAEY PARTICLES

We startj'eonsiderlng a situation where the external particles are only

photons, in that case the charged particle field can be completely integrated

over and we are left with an effective interaction among photons that can be

represented by the determinants:

M

for the bosonic case and

(1)

(l->

for tbje fermionic case.,where in botiit aases: 0^ = 3^ + ieA^ .

From now on, unti l new specification, the formulation will go on in four-
dimeiuiioaal euclideui space (vitb hermit I an r matrices), thus we write

•) I t Is also possible to avoid the introduction of the Dirac string by
introducing different determinations of the vector potential in different
regions, taking care that In the common domain of definitions they differ
only by a gauge transformation, as Is done in the Yang formulation, Refs.9
and 10.
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(2)

for Bose fields and

(21)

for Fermi fields.

We start with the Bose charged field (Bq.(2))

(3)

We then write

c is on arbitrary constant, here introduced to ensure the convergence of the
integral representation when T-».O; dropping the c-dependent term will
introduce an infinite constant. Disregarding th i s constant we get

The last factor looks like a finite-time evolution operator, where D plays

the role of a Hamilton!an (in four-dimensionaX space). According to the

Feymnan formalism i t can be represented through a path integral

This is obtained from the Feynman formulation "by just sett ing m = i i . The

normalization ia known from the value of the integral for A = 0; aince vs have
four space dimensions the result is

-I*-

< e v , ) » —2_
' l ' 461T l

Since we must finally take the trace, we sum over all paths with the condition

q(0) = 0.(1) and write

* h'
(6)

From now on the normalization factor ia contained in S/fl . The use
of B4.(3) now gives the expreaaion for the determinant

zo±

For the Fermi field (Eq..(2')) we could proceed in an analogous way. Alternatively,

we can proceed in the following way: when we expand the logarithm and take

the trace term by term we realize that only when an even nusaber of 1 matrices

occurs the trace is non-zero. Therefore

€u [-

Sow (y>D)

where the path ordering refers to the o
depends on s through q

(8)

matrices and the path-ordered term
F E F ( q ( a ) ) .
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Ve now proceed to elaborate the formalism for spinless bosons by

introducing the kinetic term for the photons. It sometimes 'becomes convenient to

introduce tbe symbols

We perform the relevant functional integration over the e.m. field, vhlch

appears In the expre»sion

where in the Lorentz gauge --]]

we can write:

i U OA d* Accordingly,

-\*ere QD(x-y) = S(x-y) and the normalization, -with respect to the free case,
is understood. The result can he expressed, defining

A<m\x) - i j D(x-y) J^'fy) dy and A ^ W = i j D(x-z) J*r t{i) da,
as

- i , r ^ - '
(9)

This expression is the generating functional through which ve can express the

interaction of any number of photons with any number of closed boaon loops (a

term representing the interactions of the external currents among themselves has

been omitted).

-6-

III. PATH IBTEGRAL FOEMULATIOH OF THE GENERAL CHARGE MOHOPOLE INTERACTION

3.1 Introduction of the monopoles

We wwwrite down a generalization of Eq.(9) for the case vhere we
have not oniy charged loops but also loops covered by monopoles '. We
parametrise the magnetic loops vith p(s1 and define the magnetic current

If ve had only monopoles ve would have as a result

strictly analogous to

potentials

VXJl

6

expression

). Such an expression would contain the

and

U) =

- I t 1> Important to make a remark on the effect of the Wick rotation:
in Minkovski space we write the Gauss theorem • div^J « P^ , i . e . 3 T^ * JQ

and tjje rotation to RÎ  leaves everything invariant . For magnetic poles
aiv % = PM , i . e . 31 7Q1 • Ho ,but now the left-hand Bide of this equation
contains only space components,while the right-hand side is a time component,
so in the rotation an unbalanced .1^ I s prdducAd. To take this fact into account
we interpret the constant g, appearing in euelldean formulation, as
pure imaginary.

In order to write a generating functional allowing also for charge
nonopole interaction,we lfok. back, for a while, to the charge charge interaction.
The interaction of the m charge with the n one i s vritten as

*) .The monopoles are treated as poiKblike Just as-the Ordinary charged5"'
particles.
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TV,
Having used the Stokes'theorem and defined F 1 A - 9 A we then obtain

and E
m

I are two surfaces having r

n m
and r

n
where i* L , I'i

• m

boundaries.

Let us now assume that the particle circulating In the loop C

carries a magnetic pole Instead of a charge. The common wisdom about monopoles

is that they interact with the duel of the field strength in the same way as

the charge interacts with the field strength.

So we write the interaction as

(11)

where x » T

the monopole as boundary,

Is the surface having the trajectory ofm
is the same for the charge.

3.2 Discussion of the features of the charge monopole interaction

Having written the interaction, we must now face two

problems: to show that the exponential of the interaction term J depends

on the closed paths and not on the surfaces and to verify that the interaction

is synmetric between electric charges and magnetic poles ' as will be

•een'beiov. This second requirement means that we can also write the

interaction in the fotm

-8-

X - is. c*o (*>»>

where, from now on,

We start showing that

2TTAU (12)

provided the Dirac quantisation condition (which in euclidean space reads

eg = 2iri) holds, where 1 and Z* have the same boundary.

We can write

= it \

is the three-dimensional volume enclosed by I and I*. Thewhere

term in brackets ie equal to

path of the monopole

i luvp "p calling A the

AX

where n is an integer.

In agreement with the Dirac equation condition we also assume that

the electric and magnetic external currents have the following property:

if we define

-9-



and Now we use the identity

o« ^ • v«

then e^g . • e .«g = Suni. Since in the complete generating functional,
e3Ct eXt

I appears at the exponent, the change of Z to E* is irrelevant and
111,8

therefore the exponential of the interaction term depends only on the path A.

Hext, we shall shew that

(13)

Let us put dT = dx A dx and do = dy A dy so that the second

exponent is

s -/ *L
Calling VQ(p) = B^^g %fv * ^

 3
p E(y-p) we rewrite

and

Applying the same procedure, the first exponent A can be rewritten

A - eg ) [dy
1 JT r

-10-

Ac(y«

=J
which cooes from the vector Identity: £ K A S £ a + (cycl. perm in KXU\I£) » 0.

Therefore

b-A | *9 f S
2®T

Since rfc . J f A ^ j i A d i i i i four-dimensional volume element
either B-A - 0 or B-A = 4"< due to the Dirac quantization condition}and
therefore Eq..(l3) holds. Let us notice that i f r and A have no common
points then ve can choose E and T, which are arbitrary surfaces having
F and A as •boundaries, without comnon points 90 that B-A » 0 {of course,
ve always make use implicitly of the Dirac quantization condition when ve
say that ve can deform E or T). We can also formulate the charge monopole
interaction in a way vhich i s manifestly symmetric under the interchange
eg + -eg fcy saying that i t i s

with the advantage that i t remains manifestly symmetric also when we expand
in povers the exponential, as ve do for instance in perturhation theory. The
erponent represents the seine charge m#nopole interaction as in Eq.(ll)
except for a contact term in the case vhere the trajectories cross. Later,
when considering the case of spin 1/2, ve shall see that there is a similar
paohlem vhich cannot he avoided even before the expansion of the exponential.
We can then choose to formulate the theory in the manifestly symmetric form,
as written before, vhich Implies an extra contact interaction with respect to
Eq.. (11) and i ts generalization in the case of spin 1/2. One can possibly
introduce a regulariiation prescription auch that the charge and monopole

-11-



trajectories have no comnon points, so that the contact term never occurs.

For Instance, one can regularize by Introducing a lattice: the charge

trajectories are then defined on the links of.. the lattice, whereas the

monopole trajectories are defined on the links of the dual lattice. This

would be natural in the sense that in compact QED on a lattice the monopoles

appear located on the sites of the dual lattice.

3.3 Expression and properties tff the generating functional

At this point we can write the generating functional for the general

case, In which ve have both charges and monopoles and external currents of

both kinds:

where

q - Ji* f±4
(15)

e
V"*

(15")

According to the previous notations

-12-

aad the external currents appear through

/"* fY> ̂ ^

As a consequence of our previous discussion we see that all the factorB entering
in the definition of Z depend on %he paths (r,A) and not on the Burfaew
{1,1}, BO al l the functional integrations are, in principle, unambigously
defined.

I*t us remark that also in Eqs.(l5) and (15') we can express the
Interaction terms, by using the Stokes* theorem, through the field strengths,
i . e . F and H respectively, so that we can say in the whole expression
Eg,, (lit) only the field strengths appear. We notice the symmetry

).(16)

Remember that, in.euclidean four space, g and H* are imaginary)while e

and Je x t are real.

In order to get the corresponding expressions for Hlnkowski space one

has to perform the formal substitutions in the above formulae, calling here g

the magnetic coupling^constant In (uclldean space, which is Imaginary, and

g the same coupling in Mlnkovskl apace which is real:
M

" l IP ft-

lpjdyu
l%jc

- 1 3 -



where now
The

V
and g,, and H became real Quantities vith eg,, = 2wn and similarly

for the external currents: formally 8™-* tfel = B̂  • T h e symmetry property

(Eq.(l6)) for Z remains valid in the Minkowski space formulation.

The generating functional for the case in which some of the charges

and some of the monopoles have spin 1/2 can be obtained by inserting extra

factors in the integrand of Eq..(lU). For instance, for a spin 1/2 charge-

spin 1/2 charge interaction ve have to insert the factor U (calling

l ( s 1 ) and q.(s2) the two trajectories and cr * '

which act in different spin spaces)

the spin matrices,

The symbol ^ is a path ordering prescription referring to the matrix a

"fie acts on trie spin space of 9 . This factor represents the spin

contribution as ' can be seen from Eq-(8), where also one finds the factor

(- —) for every spin 1/2 loop. The interaction of a spin 1/2 charge vith a

spin 1/2 monopole requires the insertion of the factor U_p in the

functional integrand:
_p

(by definition ~ „ = — £
aB 2

factor Ugp comes from the term a in the charge-monopole inter-

act ion , in addition t o the term appearing a lso for the bosons. This factor

U p i s manifestly symmetric for the charge monopole interchange and eg -* - e g .

Since

i t can also be written aa -S t 3 9 D(q-p) o t plus a contact term, due
to the fact that QD(q-p) = 5(o.~p). We have already made a comment on th is
contact term and the possibility of introducing a regulariiation so that the
charge and monopole trajectories never cross and the contact tern gives no
contribution.

IV. APPLICATION OP THE FOFMALISM

U.I General considerations about the perturbatlvg expansion

The formulation of the charge monopole interact ion that has been

presented and appears in Eqs.U1*), (15) and (18) i s e x p l i c i t l y covariairt^

This resu l t can be compared v i t h same previous descriptions of the Bate

problem where the s tr ing of the Dirac monopole introduces arb i trar i ly chosen

direc t ions . In our case ve avoid the introduction of the s t r ing s ince in

the path in tegra l formalism, the interact ion appears at the exponent and the

Dirac quantization condition makes the ambiguities disappear.

We saw, more p r e c i s e l y , that we can express the generating functional

in terms of the electromagnetic f i e l d s trengths , rather than through the

p o t e n t i a l s . Then i t should be poss ib le t o perform a perturbative expansion in

such a way that • only F and M appear. Actually t h i s agrees' with

the standard QED resu l t according t o which a Feynmaii amplitude containing

only c losed charged loop and external photon l i n e s i s express ible in t e n u

of the f i e l d strengths of the external l i n e s . There are however two points

that must be taken into account. The f i r s t la that the formalism i s i n t r i n s i c a l l y

i l l - a e f i n e d when the path of a monopole crosses ( in four-dimensional space)

the path of a charge. In our presentation ve defined t h i s s i tua t ion with

the presoription of symmetrizing the interact ion term (see Kqa.(l5") and ( l 8 ) ) j

t h i s i s a l o g i c a l l y poss ible but not compelling choice. The second point i s

connected with the Dirac condition » As we repeatedly remarked, t h i s

- l U - -15-



condition ensures the definiteness of expressions like Bqa.(lli) and (15")

expressions like Jig dT F appear at the exponent. On the

whenwhen .
othftr hVftdjI the exponent is expanded in series (and the series cut at a certain

definite term) the fact that a term like i ig ^ <1T ^ c a n acquire an

addendum 2irni gives r ise to complications.

The now described difficulties neyer arise- i f ve can imagine to

divide the four space in regions, in some of them only the charges l ive , in

the others.only the monopoles. We can visualise the situation in a definite
a

example: let us consider the vacuum polarization due to/vir tual monopole that

modifies the potential between tvo charges. In s ta t ic situations we can

enclose the trajectories of the charges, that are straight l ines , within

indefinite cylinders {*. of radius R. The rest of the space, JQ , is

available for the monopoles. In any point of the region }L we have for the

field of the external charges a F a F O, so in that region we can follow
from the corresponding

the rule that to obtain the amplitude for monopole - loops /amplitude centatning

only charge loops, we transform F into F and, of course (e,iu) into

(gijO» M . "being the masses of the particles. Moreover it is evident that

the possible contact term is excluded and since the surfaces T ml m j_ lie

inside J{ it cannot happen that a term like g ) dx F acquires

an addendum of 2TTni. The procedure we propose is a kind of reRuiarization-

in order to make i t acceptable i t must be shown that in a standard situation

i t reproduces, in the limit R-»Q, the standard resul ts .

I*.2 Vacuum polarization

Here we consider the vacuum polarization in more de ta i l . By

introducing the electromagnetic field strength due to an external charge

describing the path q(s) :

D(y-q) ds - v)

the perturbative term can be written in MInkowski space as

MQ(q(s1),

In terms of the standard vacuum polarization tensor e (g D -

we have

*) Inside £ t we always have 3 F v = 0 , while 3 F = 0 does not hold
in general, so the rule becomes ambiguous.

^)ftfi-i X

We now define two "cylinders" Q. within which we confine Q . ; and

we let y^ „ vary over the rest of the space, JC • In that case we can define

the effect of a aionopole loop as

where we can make the general observation that, since f F = -F-,Fp, then the

monopole contribution, always has the sign opposite to the charge contribution.

One can verify that the same prescription applied to the vacuum polarization due

to the charge loops, Eq.(l9), i.e. the prescription of restricting the

integration over y, and y to the region J^ outside the cylinders C ,

gives back the standard result of QED when we let the radii of c, j go to

zero • ) . The verification is easily done in the situation where the charges

are fixed in space and so we calculate the radiative correction to the Coulomb

potential. Using this fact,we can estimate the perturbative correction due

to monopoles of the static Coulomb potential to be •+ . (1 + r\v) with:

for r » TJ- ana using explicitly eg » 2V.

In order to have a quantitative estimate one can try a comparison of

this correction with the standard electronic one t)a and try to find,viz., the

values of r at which 1"1»1 f^r 1 "lftl • ^ e o a n n°t use this asymptotic

expression for % , but, better, the opposite approximation , holding for

.. 1

-16-

•) If R were very small but non-iero we would obtain a correction to the

of. (B»o) •.
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air

In order to give definite numbers we can say that |n | » ln
Ql for

1 r2yPlr = —— F , where F Is a function steadily decreasing from It.8 to 3.k
P GL

when in SUp/i'n v a r i e s from 10 t o 5 0 , i . e . when Jit v a r i e s from 5 GeV t o

1G-1S GeV.

Let us write C = C + y ... where Cg is the pure electron

is the interference term between the contributions ofcontribution and C

the electron and^the monopole. We get for the ratio (in the case of a fermion

monopole}

i . e . a very small number for the conceivable values of the monopole mass

!*.3 Light-light scattering

Another situation where we can compare the possible effects of the

monopole vrifth the effects of standard particles is the l ight-l ight scattering.

Here, for an electron loop we have the matrix element

= e

where £ „ . are the polarization vectors of the external photons. As we have

already discussed, the matrix element can be put into the form

H,

with f

k ^ K ^

\

Now if the effective Interaction J represents a loop of monopoles
~ U !t

we have to substitute f . with f .,e with g and u with p inside J.

Performing these substitutions the tensorial expression of M in terms of the

polarization vector cha.nges, and indeed we know from Weinberg's observation

on the belicity states that the monopole behaves here in a different way In

comparison with the case of the electron. However when the energy of the

photons is small with respect to the mass circulating in the loop the scattering

amplitude is expressed only in terms of ( F F ) and (p p* } and

therefore for the monopole it has the same form as in the case of the electron

loop. Quantitatively, the total cross-section is expressed as 0"=Cco

when the CM energy (a goes to zero.

-18-

l+.U Final considerations

In the examples that have teen presented,the treatment vas perturbative

in g and the monopole-monopole interaction was not taken Into account. This

very strong interaction could give rise to tightly bound states where the

peculiar features of the monopole are, possibly, difficult to recognize;

moreover to deal with such situations we must commit ourselves with some

definite description of the l)inding»which Is "beyond' the scope of the present

•treatment. Here we have faced the problem: which is the contribution due

to a definite kind of virtual particles to Green functions of external electrons

or photons, assuming that these virtual particles interact with the external

world as the monopoles are supposedto do, namely only through their coupling

with the dual of the electromagnetic field.

-19-



APPENDIX

In order to make more direct the connection of the formalism described up
the

till now with/standard perturbation expansion we calculate explicitly the

second order vacuum polarization due to a loop of spinlesa bosons. We are

thus led to consider the term

= -e* L'^iL

(A.I)

It is useful to define «(s) - q(0) + i(s) with q(0) • q(T) = 0, so formally

2)Q » dq^ 2)q (from now on, however, the bar over q will be omitted and

the domain of the functional integration {q{0) = q(TisO}vill t e denoted by 2 )

We take the Fourier transform of TT (x,y) and, integrating over dqg, we

(A.2)

We verify explicitly gauge invariance k f^v - Tl"v
 ky " ° ™ing to the

i )boundary conditions for q (k^qis') « -i — , ). So in standard form we can write

(A.3)

with A(lt;2) = k2 B{k£).

As intermediate computational aid we introduce

having written q(s) = <i*(a) - 2i j ( a ' ) ds1 • Thenq«(0) = 0 out
fT- Jo •

q*(TJ = 2i I J ( s ' ) ds1 = 2i(J*- and this condition defines _)£ • With the

normalization conditions for 3)^ we obtain

Q .y T ,

In order to get l| we must now perform the functional derivatives with

respect to Ju(x) and then put J^U) " k«

i i(s) J

Scpf$J{a') =* 1. We now give the form of

- (y(sn-s)Jso thatrespe
i i(s) J(s) ds - ik [q(s') - qCs")]. In so doing we must remember that

By taking into account that

and

w e o l ) t a l n

This form individuates separately the contribution to A(k ) and to B(k ); in

this last term there is an ambiguity, implied by the expression )
2 2 2

that must be determined by means of ijie requirement of gauge invariance kB = A .

For practical purposes we can calculate A(k ), which is free from that

ambiguity ;

- 2 0 - -21-



U.k)

i t 2 2
)/9k is not zero. So ve must

it
We see that A(O) = 0, aa/must be, tut

subtract this term; this operation corresponds to photon wave function

renormalization *)

J_i

Considering the same type of expansion for B(k ) and subtracting the divergent

term corresponding formally to B(o), ve find an explicit determination of the

ambiguous term compatible vith gauge invariance, namely !?*(0) = T- , and we

can in conclusion write

This final expression can, at th is point, be compared and found to be

consistent vith the expreaaion calculated in a standard way {see, e.g.

Afchiezer-BerestetskiJ l l f 0 .
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